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Electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) and double layers are explored in a four-component plasma

consisting of hot protons, hot heavier ions (Heþþ), electron beam, and suprathermal electrons hav-

ing j-distribution using the Sagdeev pseudopotential method. Three modes exist: slow and fast

ion-acoustic modes and electron-acoustic mode. The occurrence of ESWs and their existence

domain as a function of various plasma parameters, such as the number densities of ions and elec-

tron beam, the spectral index, j, the electron beam velocity, the temperatures of ions, and electron

beam, are analyzed. It is observed that both the slow and fast ion-acoustic modes support both posi-

tive and negative potential solitons as well as their coexistence. Further, they support a “forbidden

gap,” the region in which the soliton ceases to propagate. In addition, slow ion-acoustic solitons

support the existence of both positive and negative potential double layers. The electron-acoustic

mode is only found to support negative potential solitons for parameters relevant to the lunar wake

plasma. Fast Fourier transform of a soliton electric field produces a broadband frequency spectrum.

It is suggested that all three soliton types taken together can provide a good explanation for the

observed electrostatic waves in the lunar wake. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5017638

I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite observations have substantiated the existence

of electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) in several regions of

the Earth’s magnetosphere, viz., auroral region,1,2 magneto-

tail,3 plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL),4 magnetopause,5

bow shock,6 Van Allen radiation belt,7,8 as well as in the

solar wind9,10 and lunar wake.11 Recently, Vasko et al.8 have

provided the first direct identification of the ESWs observed

by Van Allen probe in terms of electron-acoustic solitons

and double layers (DL). ESWs are found to have bipolar or

tripolar signatures in the electric field component parallel to

the background magnetic field. They are generally associated

with ion or/and electron beams.

The interaction of the solar wind with the moon results

in a void in the “night-side” due to the absorbance of the

solar wind plasma by the lunar surface. This void is referred

to as the lunar wake. The absence of intrinsic magnetic field

and sufficiently low conductivity of the moon facilitates the

easy penetration of the solar wind magnetic field through the

moon. The density gradient between the lunar wake and

the solar wind drives the solar wind plasma to refill the lunar

wake along the magnetic field lines through ambipolar diffu-

sion.12–15 On the basis of the observations of SELENE

(KAGUYA) spacecraft, Hashimoto et al.11 reported the

observations of ESWs near the Moon in the solar wind and

in the lunar wake. Tao et al.14 provided a detailed analysis of

the electrostatic waves observed in the lunar wake during the

first flyby of the ARTEMIS mission.

The satellite observations of the ESWs have resulted in

a surge in the theoretical studies on ESWs in multi-species

unmagnetized and magnetized plasmas.15–52 Watanabe and

Taniuti18 reported the existence of electron-acoustic solitons

in a two-electron-temperature plasma. Gary and Tokar23

showed the propagation of electron-acoustic mode with fre-

quencies between the ion and electron plasma frequencies in a

three-component plasma consisting of ions, hot electrons, and

cool electrons. Verheest et al.28 and Cattaert et al.29 showed

that two-electron-temperature plasma can support the exis-

tence of both positive and negative potential electron-acoustic

solitons when the inertia of hot electron is retained. Lakhina

et al.31 investigated the properties of ion- and electron-

acoustic solitons in an unmagnetized three-component plasma

comprising of cold and hot electrons and ions. This model

was extended by Lakhina et al.32 to include a hot ion beam.

They found that three modes, viz., slow and fast ion-acoustic

mode and electron-acoustic mode exist. The slow and fast

ion-acoustic mode was found to support only positive poten-

tial solitons, while electron-acoustic mode supported both pos-

itive and negative potential solitons. Nsengiyumva et al.48

reported the existence of stopbands for fast ion-acoustic soli-

tons in a three-component plasma with cold and warm ions

and Boltzmann electrons.

Lakhina and Singh53 and Rubia et al.54 proposed a gen-

eration mechanism for the observed weak double layers

(WDLs) and low-frequency coherent electrostatic waves in

the solar wind at 1 AU by WIND spacecraft in terms of slow

and fast ion-acoustic solitons and double layers. The solar

wind plasma was modelled as a three-component plasma

consisting of hot protons, hot helium ions, and electrons hav-

ing a kappa distribution.

There are two main mechanisms for the generation of

ESWs observed in space plasmas. The most popular mecha-

nism is based on the BGK (Bernstein-Green-Kruskal) modes

or phase space holes55–58 where the trapped particle population
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is essential. Various kinetic simulations have shown that non-

linear saturation of electron beam instabilities lead to the for-

mation of isolated potential structures, equivalent to the BGK

modes or phase space holes, which can successfully repro-

duce the electrostatic solitary waveforms.3,4,59–62 However,

the phase space holes observed in these simulations are not

stable; they are likely to either merge or breakup during the

evolution of the instability. The second mechanism for ESWs

is based on either ion- or electron-acoustic solitons and dou-

ble layers described by the fluid models. The effects of

trapped particle populations are neglected in fluid models.

The fluid approach is justified for scale lengths greater than

the Debye length. Therefore, the fluid models cannot accu-

rately describe the properties of ESWs having widths of the

order of Debye length or less. In this paper, the ESWs are

described in terms of ion- and electron-acoustic solitons and

double layers given by the fluid models.

A theoretical model to explain the occurrence of electro-

static waves observed in the lunar wake during the first flyby

of ARTEMIS mission14 was proposed by Rubia et al.15 in

terms of slow and fast ion-acoustic solitons and electron-

acoustic solitons. They were able to explain the main

observed characteristics of the waves. They used a four-

component model comprising of hot protons, hot heavier

ions (Heþþ), electron beam, and suprathermal electrons hav-

ing j-distribution. In this paper, we extend their work to

study the occurrence and the existence domain of the slow

and fast ion-acoustic solitons and electron-acoustic solitons

existing in the lunar wake. We emphasize that our model

deals with the time stationary state of the plasma system

when the plasma instabilities, if excited initially by the elec-

tron beam, have been saturated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoret-

ical model for the lunar wake plasma is presented. For a

detailed theory of the lunar wake model, kindly refer to the

paper of Rubia et al.15 For ease of reference, we provide the

final expression for Sagdeev pseudopotential and the disper-

sion relation. The numerical results are given in Sec. III and

the results are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A homogeneous, collisionless, and magnetized four-

component plasma comprising of protons (Np0, Tp), heavier

ions, i.e., alpha particles, Heþþ (Ni0, Ti), electron beam (Nb0,

Tb, Vb0), and suprathermal electrons following j-distribution

(Ne0, Te) has been used for modelling the lunar wake plasma.15

Here, the inertia of the hot electrons following j-distribution

has been neglected. The ESWs are assumed to be propagating

parallel to the ambient magnetic field, ~B0. The dynamics of the

nonlinear waves can be described by the energy equation15
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Equation (2) has been written in the symbolic form

where the operation of a square root on a squared expression

returns the same expression, e.g.,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM6rjÞ2

q
¼ M6rj.

np0; ni0; nb0; ne0 correspond to the normalized number den-

sity of protons, ions, electron beam, and suprathermal elec-

trons, respectively. lpj ¼ mp=mj, where mj is the mass of the

jth species, where j¼ p, i, b, and e for protons, heavier ions,

electron beam, and suprathermal electrons, respectively.

rj ¼ Tj=Te, where, Tj is the temperature of the jth species.

Zj ¼ þ1ð�1Þ for protons (electrons), and Zj ¼ þ2 for

heavier ions. Vb0 is the electron beam drift velocity along the

ambient magnetic field, ~B0.

For soliton solutions to exist, the Sagdeev pseudopoten-

tial Sð/;MÞ must satisfy the following conditions: (i)

Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0; dSð/;MÞ=d/ ¼ 0, and d2Sð/;MÞ=d/2 < 0 at

/ ¼ 0, (ii) Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max (/max is the maximum

amplitude), and (iii) Sð/;MÞ < 0 for 0 < j/j < j/maxj.
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Further, in addition to the soliton conditions (i)–(iii), for a

double layer solution, (iv) dSð/;MÞ=d/ ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max

has to be satisfied. The critical Mach number, M0, above

which M > M0, the soliton solution exists is governed by the

following expression for the dispersion relation15
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M2 � 3rp
þ ni0Z2

i

M2

lpi

� 3ri

þ nb0

ðM � Vb0Þ2

lpe

� 3rb

¼ ne0

2j� 1

2j� 3

� �
:

(3)

The numerical solution of Eq. (3) gives three physical

real positive roots for the lunar wake plasma parameters. The

smallest and intermediate roots are slow and fast ion-

acoustic modes, respectively, and the largest root is the

electron-acoustic mode.32 The fast ion-acoustic mode is sim-

ilar to the usual ion-acoustic mode of the proton-electron

plasma. The slow ion-acoustic mode is a new ion-acoustic

mode modified due to the presence of heavier ions. It is an

ion-ion hybrid mode that requires essentially two ion species

having different thermal velocities or a relative streaming

between the ions.53

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the numerical results for slow and fast

ion-acoustic and electron-acoustic modes obtained by solv-

ing Eqs. (2) and (3) are presented for lunar wake plasma

parameters.9,14,15,53 The results for each mode, i.e., slow,

fast, and electron-acoustic are as follows:

A. Slow ion-acoustic solitons

Figure 1 shows the existence curve for the slow ion-

acoustic solitons as a function of the electron beam velocity,

Vb0 for the parameters relevant to the lunar wake plasma.14,15

The normalized parameters considered here are ni0 ¼ 0:05;
nb0 ¼ 0:01; rp ¼ 0:2; ri ¼ 0:4; rb ¼ 0:0025, and j¼ 6.

Panel (a) corresponds to the variation of Mmax �M0 with

Vb0. Mmax is the maximum Mach number beyond which the

soliton solution ceases to exist. The electric potential ampli-

tude / corresponding to Mmax is considered as /max. For 0

� Vb0 < 4:3 (region-I), we have positive potential solitons.

In region-II, 4:3 � Vb0 < 4:7, and IV, 5:1 � Vb0 < 5:2,

we observe negative potential solitons. Region-III is a

“forbidden gap” region for 4:7 � Vb0 < 5:1. “Forbidden

gap” is the region in which the solitons cannot propa-

gate.26,49 The occurrence of the “forbidden gap” can be

attributed to the fact that the root of Eq. (3) corresponding to

the slow ion-acoustic mode becomes complex. Region-V

(between the red-dashed lines), 5:2 � Vb0 � 5:6, corre-

sponds to the region of coexistence of both positive and

negative polarity solitons. The variation of corresponding

maximum electrostatic potential, /max with Vb0, is shown in

panel (b). In region-V, the violetþ sign and the blue circles

on /max show the existence of positive and negative potential

solitons, respectively. For further increase in Vb0, positive

potential soliton occurs as shown in region-VI. Here, the

upper limit Mmax on the Mach number for the positive

potential slow ion-acoustic solitons is provided by the

restriction that the number density of heavier ions, ni, be

real. This is consistent with the results of Rubia et al.15,54 In

the case of negative potential slow ion-acoustic soliton, the

restriction is provided by the requirement that the number

density of electron beam, nb, be real.

We observe from Fig. 1 that both Mmax �M0 and /max

decrease with Vb0 in region-I. This signifies that the region in

which soliton exists decreases as the electron beam velocity,

Vb0, increases. In region-II, Mmax �M0 increases whereas it

decreases in region-IV. In the region-V corresponding to the

coexistence of both positive and negative polarity solitons,

Mmax �M0 decreases for negative potential solitons while it

increases for positive potential solitons. The maximum

amplitude, /max, becomes negative and decreases in regions-

II and IV. /max corresponding to the negative potential soli-

ton in the region of coexistence (region-V) also decreases

with increase in Vb0. Similarly, /max for the positive poten-

tial soliton decreases in both regions V and VI.

FIG. 1. Existence domain of slow ion-acoustic soliton as a function of Vb0

for the normalized parameters: ni0 ¼ 0:05; nb0 ¼ 0:01; rp ¼ 0:2; ri ¼ 0:4;
rb ¼ 0:0025, and j¼ 6. Panel (a): Mmax �M0, Panel (b): /max. Positive soli-

tons (regions-I and VI), negative solitons (regions-II and IV), “forbidden

gap” (region-III), and coexistence (region-V) of both positive and negative

potential solitons. In region-V, the violetþ signs and blue circles on /max

show the positive and negative potential solitons, respectively.
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Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the variation of critical (M0)

and maximum (Mmax) Mach numbers and maximum value of

the electrostatic potential, /max, with j and ni0, respectively,

for the slow ion-acoustic mode for the plasma parameters:

ni0 ¼ 0:05; nb0 ¼ 0:01; rp ¼ 0:2; ri ¼ 0:4; rb ¼ 0:0025; Vb0

¼ 4, and j¼ 6. Here, for a particular variation, apart from

the parameter being varied, the rest of the parameters

remains the same.

From 2(a), we observe that both M0 and Mmax gradually

increase from j¼ 2 and remains almost constant after j¼ 4.

/max is found to increase gradually with the increase in j.

From 2 (b), we observe that M0 increases with increase in

ni0. Mmax increases gradually with ni0 till ni0¼ 0.49. /max

increases gradually with ni0 till ni0 ¼ 0:4. For further

increase in ni0; /max decreases till ni0 ¼ 0:49. At ni0 ¼ 0:5,

both Mmax and /max show a sudden increase. Further, we

found that at ni0 ¼ 0:5, i.e., when the proton number density,

np0 ¼ 0, the upper limit on the Mach number, Mmax, for slow

ion-acoustic solitons exceeds the critical Mach number

M0 ¼ 0:7746 for fast ion-acoustic solitons. The Mmax and

/max for both slow and fast ion-acoustic soliton coincide at

ni0 ¼ 0:5. This essentially signifies that at ni0 ¼ 0:5, we only

have one ion-acoustic soliton. The existence domain for the

solitons, i.e., Mmax �M0, increases with ni0.

The existence domain for the slow ion-acoustic solitons

as a function of nb0 for the normalized parameters corre-

sponding to Fig. 2 was explored (not shown). We found that

M0, Mmax, and /max show a similar trend, i.e., initially gradu-

ally decreases and then remains almost constant. This signi-

fies that the number density of beam electrons does not

significantly affect the existence of the slow ion-acoustic

solitons.

Figure 3 depicts the existence domain for the slow ion-

acoustic solitons/double layers (DL) as a function of ri for

the normalized parameters corresponding to Fig. 2. The exis-

tence domains corresponding to positive and negative poten-

tial solitons and double layers are clearly demarcated with

vertical dashed lines. The variation of Mmax �M0 with ri is

shown in Panel (a). We found that no soliton solution exists

for 0 � ri < 0:02 as the root of Eq. (3) corresponding to

slow ion-acoustic mode becomes complex. In region-I,

FIG. 3. Existence domain of slow ion-acoustic solitons (a) Mmax �M0 (b)

maximum amplitude, /max, as a function of ri for the parameters of Fig. 2.

Positive solitons (regions-II and VI) and negative solitons (regions-I and

III). At ri ¼ 0:8, slow ion-acoustic solitons ceases to exist. Double layers:

negative (region-IV) and positive (region V). The circles and þ signs on

/max show the existence of negative and positive double layers, respectively.

FIG. 2. Slow ion-acoustic solitons: Variation of critical Mach number,

M0(dashed curves), maximum Mach number, Mmax (solid curves), and maxi-

mum value of the potential, /max (long-dashed red curve) with (a) j and (b)

ni0 for the normalized parameters: ni0 ¼ 0:05; nb0 ¼ 0:01; rp ¼ 0:2; ri

¼ 0:4; rb ¼ 0:0025; Vb0 ¼ 4, and j¼ 6. For a particular variation, apart

from the parameter being varied, the rest of the parameters remains the

same. Here the Y-axis on the left hand side (LHS) shows the scale for Mach

number, while on the right hand side (RHS) shows the scale for maximum

electric potential amplitude /max.
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0:02 � ri < 0:2, and region-III, 0:8 < ri < 0:87, we have

negative potential solitons. In region-I, the maximum attain-

able amplitude, Mmax, of the negative potential soliton is lim-

ited by the requirement that the number density of electron

beam, nb, be real, while for the negative potential soliton in

region-III, the limitation is provided by the violation of the

conditions to be satisfied by the Sagdeev pseudopotential for

the soliton solution to exist.54 Here, the requirement that

Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max and Sð/;MÞ < 0 for 0 < j/j
< j/maxj is violated. In region-II (0:2 � ri < 0:8) and

region-VI (1:1 < ri � 1:2), we have positive potential soli-

tons. At ri ¼ 0:8 (Ti¼ 4Tp), the slow ion-acoustic mode

ceases to exist and there is a gap in the existence domain

region around ri ¼ 0:8. This is consistent with the results of

Lakhina and Singh53 and Rubia et al.54 In region-IV

(0:87 � ri < 0:94), we have negative double layers; this is

followed by a positive double layer in region-V (0:94 � ri

� 1:1). The variation of corresponding maximum electro-

static potential, /max, with ri is depicted in panel (b). The

empty circles (region-IV) and theþ signs (region-V) on the

/max curve show the existence of negative and positive dou-

ble layers, respectively.

We observe that Mmax �M0 decreases, while /max

increases in region-I. In region-II, both Mmax �M0 and /max

initially increase and then decrease till ri < 0:8. The Mmax

�M0 curve increases in region-III followed by a decrease in

region-IV. /max decreases in region-III followed by an

increase in region-IV. This is followed by an increase in

both the Mmax �M0 and /max in region-V and VI. The trend

shown by the existence domain as a function of ri is similar

to the reported trend of the slow ion-acoustic solitons by

Rubia et al.54

The profiles of normalized potential / with n for the

slow ion-acoustic solitons are depicted in Fig. 4 for the

normalized parameters: ni0 ¼ 0:05; nb0 ¼ 0:01; rp ¼ 0:2; rb

¼ 0:0025; Vb0 ¼ 4, and j¼ 6. For ri ¼ 0:88, the slow ion-

acoustic mode supports negative potential double layers as

shown in Fig. 4(a). Here, the soliton amplitude increases,

while the width decreases with increase in the Mach number

until Mmax is reached. Here, the upper limit on the Mach

number is provided by the occurrence of a negative double

layer at M¼ 0.8109639. For ri ¼ 1:0, the slow ion-acoustic

mode supports positive potential double layers as shown in

Fig. 4(b). Here, the soliton amplitude as well as the width

increases with increase in the Mach number until Mmax is

reached. Here, the upper limit on the Mach number is pro-

vided by the occurrence of a positive double layer at

M¼ 0.8508238833. A similar trend of increase in the width

with increasing amplitude in the auroral region was reported

by Dombeck et al.63 on the basis of POLAR satellite obser-

vations. Ghosh and Lakhina64 referred to the behavior as

“anomalous,” as in K-dV (small amplitude) solitons; gener-

ally, the width is found to decrease with increase in ampli-

tude. However, here the width increases with the amplitude.

For clarity, the double layer profile is marked as DL in the

figure.

The existence domain for the slow ion-acoustic solitons

as a function of rb for the parameters of Fig. 2 was explored

(not shown to conserve space). We found that no soliton

solution exists for 0 < rb < 0:002 as the root of Eq. (3) for

the slow ion-acoustic mode becomes complex in this region.

Negative potential soliton occurs at a singular point corre-

sponding to rb ¼ 0:002. With a further increase in rb

ðrb > 0:002Þ, we have positive potential solitons. Initially,

both (Mmax �M0Þ and /max were found to increase gradually

with rb, followed by a slight decrease with a further increase

in rb.

B. Fast ion-acoustic solitons

Figure 5 shows the existence domain for fast ion-

acoustic solitons varying with the electron beam velocity,

Vb0, for the lunar wake plasma parameters (refer Fig. 1).

Panel (a) shows the variation of Mmax �M0 with Vb0, while

panel (b) shows the variation of corresponding maximum

electric potential amplitude, /max with Vb0. For 0 � Vb0

< 4:5 (region-I), we have positive potential solitons. In

region-II, 4:5 � vb0 < 5:1, and region-V, 8:5 < Vb0 < 10,

we have negative potential solitons. This is followed by a

“forbidden gap,” 5:1 � Vb0 < 7:8 (region-III). The occur-

rence of “forbidden-gap” can be attributed to that the

FIG. 4. The negative [panel (a)] and positive [panel (b)] potential slow ion-

acoustic double layers for Fig. 2 parameters. Here, ri ¼ 0:88 for negative

double layer and ri ¼ 1:0 for positive double layer.
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solution of Eq. (3) gives complex root corresponding to the

fast ion-acoustic mode. In region-IV, 7:8 � Vb0 � 8:5, we

observe an “anomalous behaviour” of the solitons. The green

line in both Mmax �M0 and /max curve shows the “normal

trend.” In this region, initially the amplitude of the fast ion-

acoustic soliton increases with the increase in the Mach num-

ber till some Mach number, Mmax1. This trend of increase in

amplitude with the Mach number is referred to as the

“normal trend” and is observed for all solitons. Immediately

after Mmax1 for further increase in the Mach number, we

have an “anomalous behavior,” i.e., decrease in the ampli-

tude with the increase in the Mach number. Further, we

observe crossing of two potential curves for different Mach

numbers, which is not expected. None of the densities

becomes complex in the case of “anomalous behaviour” as

well as none of the stipulated soliton conditions are violated.

There is no gap between the “normal trend” and “anomalous

behavior.” The reason for the existence of such an

“anomalous behaviour” is not known, and it is being investi-

gated and will be reported elsewhere.

In region-VI (between the red-dashed lines), 10 � Vb0

� 16:1, we have coexistence of both positive and negative

potential solitons. The violetþ signs and the blue circles on

/max show the existence of positive and negative potential soli-

tons, respectively; a further increase in Vb0 gives positive

potential solitons (region-VII). The limitation on the maximum

attainable Mach number, Mmax, for a positive potential soliton

is attributed to the requirement that the number density of pro-

tons, np, should remain real. While for the negative potential

solitons, the limitation is provided by the requirement that the

number density of electron beam, nb, should remain real. This

is consistent with the results of Rubia et al.15,54

We observe that the Mmax �M0 increases gradually in

region-I. In the region of “anomalous behaviour,” the increase

is drastic followed by a decrease in region-V. In the region-VI

corresponding to coexistence, Mmax �M0 decreases for the

negative potential solitons, while it increases for the positive

potential solitons which persists in region-VII corresponding

to positive solitons. The crossover of the negative and positive

potential in region-VI indicates that initially the existence

domain for the positive potential solitons is less than that of

the negative potential solitons till �Vb0 ¼ 11. After that, the

existence domain for positive soliton is more than that of the

negative soliton. /max shows a decrease in region-I. In region-

II and IV corresponding to the “anomalous behavior,” the

curve remains almost constant. /max for negative solitons in

both regions-V and VI decreases with the increase in Vb0.

/max decreases with the increase in Vb0 for positive solitons in

both regions-VI and VII.

The existence domain (not shown to conserve space) for

the fast ion-acoustic solitons as a function of j, ni0, ri, nb0,

and rb was explored for the parameters of Fig. 2. The behav-

iors of ðMmax �M0Þ and /max against variation of the param-

eters j; nb0, and rb were found to be similar to that of slow

ion-acoustic solitons, except that the magnitudes of /max

were always greater than the slow ion-acoustic solitons case.

The ðMmax �M0Þ was found to decrease with the increase in

ni0 till ni0 ¼ 0:49. Both M0 and Mmax were found to almost

remain constant with the increase in ri. However, /max

increases with ri.

C. Electron-acoustic solitons

Electron-acoustic mode is found to support only nega-

tive potential solitons for the lunar wake plasma parameters.

This is expected as we know that the existence of positive

potential electron-acoustic soliton requires the inertia of the

hot electron to be included.28,40 The variation of critical

Mach number, M0, maximum Mach number, Mmax, and max-

imum value of electrostatic potential, /max, with Vb0, j, nb0,

and rb for the normalized parameters corresponding to Fig.

2, is depicted in Figs. 6(a)–6(d), respectively, for the

electron-acoustic mode. Here, for a particular variation, apart

from the parameter being varied, the rest of the parameters

remains the same.

From Fig. 6(a), we observe that both M0 and Mmax

increase linearly with Vb0, while the existence domain, i.e.,

FIG. 5. Fast ion-acoustic solitons: Existence domains as a function of Vb0 for

the parameters of Fig. 1. Positive solitons (regions-I and VII), negative soli-

tons (regions-II and V), “forbidden gap” (region-III), and “anomalous behav-

iour” is observed in region-IV. The green curve depicts the normal trend of

the solitons. In region-V, coexistence of both positive and negative potential

solitons occurs. In this region, the violet þ signs and the blue circles on /max

show the positive and negative potential solitons, respectively.
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Mmax �M0, remains constant throughout. /max increases

gradually with Vb0 till Vb0 ¼ 5. Then, /max remains constant

till Vb0 ¼ 8 followed again by an increase. Unlike slow and

fast ion-acoustic solitons, electron-acoustic soliton does not

support any transition from negative to positive potential sol-

iton or the coexistence of both positive and negative poten-

tial solitons. Moreover, electron-acoustic soliton does not

support any “forbidden gap” region unlike slow and fast ion-

acoustic solitons. From panel (b), we observe that M0, Mmax,

and Mmax �M0 increase gradually with j. However, /max

decreases gradually with the increase in j. This trend shown

by /max is contrary to the trend shown by slow and fast ion-

acoustic solitons. /max increases gradually for both slow and

fast ion-acoustic solitons. Further, the existence domain for

electron-acoustic soliton is greater than both slow and fast

ion-acoustic solitons. From panel (c), we observe that M0,

Mmax, and Mmax �M0 increase gradually initially and then

remain constant with nb0, while /max decreases initially and

then remains constant. It is observed from panel (d) that M0

and Mmax increase gradually with rb, while /max shows a

sudden increase till rb ¼ 0:005 and then increases gradually

with further increase in rb.

The existence domain for the electron-acoustic solitons

as a function of ni0 and ri was explored for the normalized

parameters corresponding to Fig. 2. M0, Mmax, and Mmax

�M0 were found to remain constant with ni0. /max remains

constant till ni0 ¼ 0:04 followed by an increase till

ni0 ¼ 0:05. It is found that ri does not affect the evolution of

electron-acoustic solitons (not shown).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Occurrence and existence domain of ESWs in a magne-

tized four-component plasma comprising of hot heavier ions

(Heþþ), hot protons, electron beam, and suprathermal elec-

trons have been examined for lunar wake plasma parameters.

Three modes, viz., slow and fast ion-acoustic modes and

electron-acoustic modes, exist.

The slow and fast ion-acoustic mode is found to support

both positive and negative potential solitons as well as the

coexistence of both polarity solitons. In addition, they sup-

port a “forbidden gap,” the region in which the soliton solu-

tion ceases to propagate. The occurrence of the “forbidden

gap” can be attributed to that the critical Mach number for

the slow and fast ion-acoustic soliton becomes complex.

Further, the slow ion-acoustic soliton is found to support

both positive and negative polarity double layers. When

Ti ¼ 4 Tp, the slow ion-acoustic mode ceases to exist and we

only have fast ion-acoustic solitons. Over a narrow region of

the electron beam velocity, Vb0, the fast ion-acoustic mode

exhibits “anomalous behaviour.” In such a region, the ampli-

tude of the soliton decreases with the increase in the Mach

number. As opposed to the slow ion-acoustic mode, fast ion-

acoustic mode does not show any transition from positive

potential soliton to negative potential soliton with respect to

ri. Further, the amplitude of the slow ion-acoustic soliton is

found to be lesser than that of the fast ion-acoustic soliton.

Electron-acoustic soliton is found to support only negative

potential solitons for parameters corresponding to the lunar

wake plasma.

The maximum attainable amplitudes of the positive

potential slow and fast ion-acoustic soliton are attributed to

the requirement that the number density of heavier ions, ni,

and that of protons, np, should remain real, respectively. The

limitation on the maximum attainable amplitude of negative

potential slow and fast ion-acoustic soliton and electron-

acoustic soliton is provided by the requirement that the num-

ber density of electron beam, nb, should remain real, while,

FIG. 6. Electron-acoustic solitons: var-

iation of critical Mach number,

M0(dashed curves), maximum Mach

number, Mmax (solid curves), and max-

imum value of the potential, /max

(long-dashed red curve) with (a) Vb0,

(b) j, (c) nb0, and (d) rb for the param-

eters of Fig. 2. Here the Y-axis on the

left hand side (LHS) and the right hand

side (RHS) shows the scale for Mach

number and maximum electric poten-

tial amplitude /max, respectively.
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for a limited range of parameters, the limitation on the nega-

tive potential slow ion-acoustic soliton is provided by the

violation of the conditions Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max and

Sð/;MÞ < 0 for 0 < j/j < j/maxj to be satisfied by the

Sagdeev pseudopotential for the soliton solution to exist. For

slow-ion acoustic solitons, when double layer exists, the

occurrence of double layer limits the maximum attainable

amplitude of the soliton.

It is observed that the velocity of slow ion-acoustic mode

is greater than the thermal velocity of heavier ions ðVtiÞ, but is

less than the thermal velocity of protons ðVtpÞ. The velocity

of fast ion-acoustic mode was found to be greater than the

thermal velocity of protons ðVtpÞ, but is less than the thermal

velocity of beam electrons ðVtbÞ. Further, it was found that

the velocity of electron-acoustic mode is greater than the ther-

mal velocity of beam electrons ðVtbÞ but is less than the ther-

mal velocity of suprathermal electrons ðVteÞ:
ffiffiffi
3
p

Vti < Vslow

<
ffiffiffi
3
p

Vtp < Vfast <
ffiffiffi
3
p

Vtb < Velectron <
ffiffiffi
3
p

Vte:
We apply our theoretical model to explain the observa-

tions of the electrostatic waves in the lunar wake during the

first lunar wake flyby of the ARTEMIS mission.14 Tao

et al.14 reported that the frequency range of the waves lies

mostly between 0:1fpe and 0:4fpe. However, in the middle of

the flyby, the frequency occasionally reduces to 0:01fpe; fpe

is the electron plasma frequency (fpe¼ 3237.78 Hz). Further,

they reported that the electric field amplitude parallel to the

ambient magnetic field roughly varies from 5 to 15 mV m�1.

The phase velocity of the wave was reported to be around

few thousands of km s�1, while the wavelength was found to

vary from few hundreds to a couple of thousands of meters.

For numerical estimation of the physical properties of the

electrostatic waves, we have used the parameters:14,15 tem-

perature of electron, Te¼ 28 eV, and total number density of

electrons, n0¼0.13 cm–3. For these parameters, the ion-

acoustic speed Ca¼ 52 km s�1, the effective hot electron

Debye length kde ¼ 109 m, and the effective proton plasma

frequency, fpp¼ 474.69 Hz.

As an illustration of the frequencies generated by these

three types of solitons, a typical fast Fourier transform (FFT)

power spectra of the electric fields corresponding to the nor-

malized parameters ni0¼ 0:05; nb0¼ 0:01; rp¼ 0:2; ri¼ 0:4;
rb¼ 0:0025; Vb0¼ 10, and j¼ 6 are shown in Fig. 7.

Corresponding to the normalized parameter, the fast ion-

acoustic mode supports the coexistence of both positive and

negative potential soliton. The blue curve depicts the FFT

power spectra of the slow ion-acoustic soliton corresponding

to M¼ 0.56. The frequency peak in the FFT power spectra

occurs at 19.45 Hz, corresponding to �0:006fpe. The fre-

quency, f, in the range of �ð6:49–84:33Þ Hz, corresponding

to �ð0:002–0:03Þfpe, contributes maximum to the electric

field structure. The red and yellow curves depict the FFT

power spectra of the positive and negative potential fast ion-

acoustic solitons, respectively, corresponding to M¼ 1.30.

The frequency peak in the spectra for the positive soliton

occurs at 37.67 Hz, corresponding to �0:01fpe, while for the

negative soliton it occurs at 15.07 Hz, corresponding to

�0:005fpe. The frequency, f, in the range of �ð7:53–
1091:44Þ Hz, corresponding to �ð0:002–0:3Þfpe, contributes

maximum to the electric field structure of the positive

potential soliton. The frequency, f, in the range of

�ð7:53–2409:9Þ Hz, corresponding to �ð0:002–0:74Þfpe,

contributes maximum to the electric field structure of the

negative potential soliton. The FFT power spectra of the

electron-acoustic soliton for M¼ 15.85 is depicted by a

green curve. Here, the peak in the spectra occurs at

550.81 Hz, corresponding to �0:17fpe. The frequency, f, in

the range of �ð183:65– 6251:73Þ Hz, corresponding to

�ð0:06–1:9Þfpe contributes maximum to the electric field

structure. The upper limit on the frequency, f, is taken at the

cutoff power of -70 dB for slow ion-acoustic and positive

potential fast ion-acoustic soliton and electron-acoustic soli-

ton, while for the negative potential fast ion-acoustic soliton,

the cutoff power is considered as -35 dB. The cutoff power is

taken at a value beyond which the power spectrum

approaches noise levels.

We have shown that solitons exists between the Mach

number range, ðM0 � M � MmaxÞ for a given Vb0. Hence, cor-

responding to each of the three soliton types, we have a range

of electric field amplitudes, widths, soliton velocities, and

peak frequencies corresponding to the maximum power in the

spectrum. For Vb0 ¼ 10, the velocity of the slow ion-acoustic

soliton varies as �ð28:94–29:11Þ km s�1. The electric field

amplitude lies in the range �ð0:0005–0:03ÞmV m� 1. The

width lies in the range �ð1215:14–257:43Þ m. Here, the width

corresponds to the full width at half maximum and the higher

values of the width correspond to the lower soliton velocity.

The peak frequency varies in the range �ð6:48–39:08Þ Hz,

corresponding to �ð0:002–0:01Þfpe. The velocity, electric

field, width, and peak frequency for the positive potential fast

ion-acoustic soliton varies, respectively, in the range

�ð66:01–71:65Þ km s�1, �ð5:73–20:03ÞmV m�1, �ð674:11–

253:06Þm, and �ð29:58–64:12ÞHz corresponding to

FIG. 7. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) power spectra of the electric field

corresponding to the parameters of Fig. 1 and Vb0 ¼ 10. Here, M¼ 0.56 and

M¼ 1.3 for slow (blue curve) and fast (red and yellow curves) ion-acoustic

solitons, respectively, and M¼ 15.85 (electron-acoustic soliton, green

curve).
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�ð0:009–0:02Þfpe, while for the negative potential fast ion-

acoustic soliton, the velocity, electric field, width, and peak

frequency vary, respectively, as �ð66:06–70:51Þ km s�1,

�ð0:001–0:34ÞmVm�1, �ð7548:27–645:75Þm, and �ð3:69–

31:55Þ Hz corresponding to �ð0:001–0:01Þfpe. For the

electron-acoustic soliton, the velocity, electric field,

width, and peak frequency varies, respectively, in the

range �ð799:33–826:40Þkms�1, �ð0:003–0:1ÞmVm�1,

�ð1588:19–438:49Þm, and �ð179:06–554:62ÞHz corre-

sponding to �ð0:06–0:2Þfpe.

As all three modes exists simultaneously in the lunar

wake,15 taken together, the velocities varying as

�28–826 km s�1 matches with the observed phase velocities

varying as a few thousands of km s�1. The electric field

amplitude in the range �(0.0005–20) mV m�1 matches with

the observed range of (5–15) mV m�1. The width varying as

few hundreds of meters to a couple of thousands of meters

agrees with the observed wavelength. The frequency of the

solitons varying as �(0.001–0.2)fpe can explain the observed

low frequency waves around 0.01fpe as well as the high fre-

quency waves around (0.1–0.4)fpe. Hence, all three modes

taken together can provide a good explanation for the

observed electrostatic waves in the lunar wake.
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